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[7] the statements made during the course of the interview at the police station were
made after appellant had been advised of his rights, had confessed to the crime, and had

been arrested. the evidence, however, showed that appellant made a full confession in
response to questioning, with no admissions whatever. this confession was therefore

inadmissible under the rule of miranda v. state of arizona, supra, 384 u.s. 436. (people v.
stewart, supra, at p. 577.) [5c] the judgment of conviction cannot stand. let us add that

appellant's convictions cannot stand for another reason. both in people v. dorado, supra,
62 cal. 2d 338, and in people v. stewart, supra, 62 cal. 2d [260 cal. app. 2d 607] 571, we

held that custodial interrogations without the required miranda warnings are not
admissible in evidence, even if made after arrest and even if the defendant confesses.
see [8] the instant case is no different. [5c] the judgment cannot stand because in our
opinion appellant's full confession, made under interrogation and with no statement of

rights having been given, was not admissible under the rule of miranda v. state of
arizona, supra, 384 u.s. 436. (people v. stewart, supra, at p. [8] the commission was

presented with a two-page plan for operation of the video games. the plan did not provide
a description of the games to be played, or how the video games would be run. the plan

did not call for any employees. on the basis of this information, the commission approved
caswell's applications. caswell then opened for business. but the center never reached the

planned level of business. about the time the center opened, caswell resigned as the
project manager, and became the sole owner of the business. caswell then applied for a

liquor license, and placed advertisements in the brockton enterprise newspaper. the
advertisements indicated that video games were offered, and a business to be called

naturist freedom would be operated on the premises. no license was issued.
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In summary, the CCLAs argument for naturist freedom is largely based on the notion of naturism as
private recreation. Freedom of communication and expression serve an important purpose in a
democratic society and without them, citizens would not be able to freely discuss ideas. In this

regard, they are as important as the democratic process as a whole. As a political philosophy, they
are not universally accepted nor universally understood. Naturism, although existing in many

different countries and cultures, does not follow the universal pattern of the UK and Australia. Hence,
the case for naturist freedom is not as strong as in the developed world. It must be stressed,
however, that even in the UK and Australia, the right to privacy is robust; the right to naturist
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freedom is precarious at best. The right to naturist freedom provides one of the most significant
protections of the right to privacy. It allows for the exploration of the limits of one’s lifestyle choices
without also offending the sensibilities of others. If, as proposed in the news media, naturist clothing
can be seen as provocative and socially unacceptable, then the right to naturist freedom allows the

investigation of the extent to which the limits of one’s behaviour in public places is politically
unacceptable and socially unacceptable. Through this consideration, one can decide whether a

particular behaviour or clothing choice is acceptable and in what public situations it is acceptable.
New technology can offer great conveniences; indeed many of the arguments against naturism are

based on the inconvenience of having to travel to a particular destination to enjoy the naturist
environment. Although traditionally, nudism has been a predominantly European thing, as of the

1990’s, there has been an explosion in naturism in other countries, (Austria, Canada, Finland,
Germany, Holland, Mexico, etc.) The expansion of naturism has only been superseded by the spread

of other forms of communal nudity in the developed world. 5ec8ef588b
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